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Poetry takes the Prize in 2018!

Pascale Petit
wins

the £10,000

RSL Ondaatje Prize
for

Mama Amazonica
(Bloodaxe Books)
The 2018 judges Tahmima Anam, Eva Hoffman and Daljit Nagra
commented:
‘Mama Amazonica is an unforgettable read - rich with metaphor, the poems
explode on the page with the multiple narratives of motherhood, illness, pain,
and redemption. All of this set in a rainforest that is both mythic and vividly alive.
This is a book that feels almost magical in its unlikeliness, and that for me is what
made it a clear winner.’ Tahmima Anam
‘In Pascale Petit’s evocations, the Amazon rainforest
comes alive, with human characters as much a part of
nature as the creatures and plants living there – alluring
and frightening, violent and vulnerable, dangerous and
endangered. A feat of imaginative intensity, this is also an
act of reckoning and reparation, in which deep empathy
for a disturbed mother is transmuted into the exacting
beauty of poetic language.’ Eva Hoffman
‘Rarely has the personal and environmental lament found
such imaginative fusion, such outlandish and shocking
expression that is at once spectacularly vigorous, intimate
and heartbroken.’ Daljit Nagra

Pascale Petit is a Parisian-born poet, who now lives
in Cornwall. Mama Amazonica,her seventh collection,
was a Poetry Book Society Choice. Her sixth, Fauverie
(2014), was her fourth to be shortlisted for the
T. S. Eliot Prize, and five poems from this collection
won the Manchester Poetry Prize. She was awarded a
Society of Authors Cholmondeley Award in 2015 and
an RSL Literature Matters Award in 2017.
All publicity enquiries for Pascale Petit should be
directed to Christine Macgregor
publicity@bloodaxebooks.com

The other shortlisted books in 2018:

Kushanava Choudhury The Epic City:
The World on the Streets of Calcutta (Bloomsbury Circus)
‘A fitting tribute to a city that refuses to modernise or compromise
its soul. The vivid prose ensconces us in the old world charm and
the grit of everyday slum life.’ Daljit Nagra
Publicist: Chloe Foster chloe.foster@bloomsbury.com

Xiaolu Guo Once Upon a Time in the East:
A Story of Growing Up (Chatto & Windus)
‘A memoir tracing Guo’s astonishing progress from a parentless
childhood in an impoverished Chinese village, to film school and
bohemian counterculture in Beijing, to London and becoming a
writer in English. Brave, candid and sometimes almost disturbing
in its raw directness.’ Eva Hoffman
Publicist: Madeleine Hartley MHartley@penguinrandomhouse.co.uk

Lucy Hughes-Hallett Peculiar Ground (4th Estate)
‘Peculiar Ground is a reflection on both the hidden continuities and
the many varieties of English “identity”. A complex but instantly
involving novel, it leaps over centuries, and combines great
narrative sweep with richness of detail.’ Eva Hoffman
Publicist: Jordan Mulligan Jordan.Mulligan@harpercollins.co.uk

Kapka Kassabova Border:
A Journey to the Edge of Europe (Granta)
‘Kapka Kassabova takes an intimate journey through “the last
border of Europe”. With the gaze of an ethnographer and the
lyricism of a poet, she allows this hinterland to speak for itself,
bringing a previously unuttered region into sympathetic focus.’
Tahmima Anam
Publicist: Natalie Shaw nshaw@granta.com

Fiona Mozley Elmet (JM Originals)
‘A dark, brutal story about a family on the very fringes of society.
Deeply grounded in its Yorkshire landscape, Elmet has the visceral
power of a punch in the gut.’ Tahmima Anam
Publicist: Yassine Belkacemi Yassine.Belkacemi@hodder.co.uk

The RSL Ondaatje Prize is an annual award of £10,000 for a distinguished work of
fiction, non-fiction or poetry, evoking the spirit of a place.
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Golden Hill
Nothing is True and Everything is Possible
Baghdad: City of Peace, City of Blood
This Boy
Scenes from Early Life
The Sly Company of People Who Care
The Hare with Amber Eyes
The Dead Yard: Tales of Modern Jamaica
Sissinghurst: An Unfinished History
The Discovery of France
In the Country of Men
The People’s Act of Love
The Places In Between
Hearing Birds Fly
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